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1. Command: In the Quran Allah commands us for Zikr over and over again.This command 
can be absolute or restricted. Example is  
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2. Forbade us from the opposite:  In the Quran Allah forbids us to be heedless. This tells 
us Allah wants us to remember Him. 
  

3.  Success is related to Zikr: Allah connects the Zikr with the success in the Quran. Allah 
tells us to remember Allah much and you will be successful.  This means it is failure if we do 
not remember Allah. Allah tells us in Surah Juma’ah Ayah 10  

 

 

4. Allah praise the ones who do Zikr:  We need to remember Allah a lot if we want Allah 
to praise us. 
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5. Failure when you do not remember Allah:  Allah tells the believers in the Quran to not 
let your money and children distract you from remembering Allah and anyone who does this 
is among the losers. 

 

 

6. Reward of remembering Allah:  The reward of a person remembering Allah is that Allah 
remembers this person 

 

7. Remembering Allah is greater than everything:  We need to remember Allah greater 
than anything else.  

 

8. Acts of worship are in between Zikr:  The opening and conclusion of all worship is Zikr 
e.g. we have to do Zikr after salah, Jumma and after all the worship. Also the Zikr is to be 
done before the acts of worship. Thus, the worship is in between zikr. 

 

9. Zikr enables you to benefit from Signs of Allah:  The people of understanding 
remember Allah much and thus they benefit from Allah’s ayat.. On the other hand, a person 
not doing more zikr will not benefit from the Allah’s Ayat  

 

10. Zikr is joined in all the righteous acts: Allah made the zikr as the soul of all the acts of 
worship.   

 


